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Abstract. This study compares emissions and transit times from an
environmentally oriented and a time oriented routing of large freight
shipments in the European rail/road transportation network. We use
the terminal-and-service selection problem (TSSP) to find the optimal
routings under the different objectives. We show that substantial differences exist between the emission oriented routing and the time oriented
routing. A large-scale simulation study reveals that shipments in the
emission minimizing routing emit on average almost half as much emissions as if they were routed with the objective to minimize transit time.
At the same time, the average transit time of shipments in the emission
oriented routing almost triples compared to the transit time in the time
optimal routing. This shows by experiment that substantial emission reductions can be achieved in the European freight transport sector by a
corresponding routing of shipments but that this comes at the cost of a
much lower service quality.
Keywords: Emission rates, Transit time, European rail/road network,
Intermodal transportation, Mesoscopic model
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Introduction

Recent studies show that intermodal rail/road freight transportation is usually
less harmful to the environment than unimodal road-only transportation, see for
example de Miranda Pinto et al. (2018) or Heinold and Meisel (2018). However,
using intermodal rail/road transportation also impacts performance measures
like transit time or cost. Quantifying the trade-off between these measures is
required in order to make informed transportation decisions, but literature provides little in this regard so far. In particular, there is a need for more analysis of
large-scale transport systems. In this study, we compare results from an environmentally oriented routing and a time oriented routing within the rail corridors
from the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T). Our results are based
on fixed-sized shipments with random origins and destinations across continental Europe. For these orders, we design a terminal-and-service selection problem
(TSSP) to find a desirable path through the considered rail/road network. In
total, our network covers more than 11,400 rail services per week and connects
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more than 19 European countries. The results of our simulation show that there
are substantial differences between the emission oriented and the time oriented
routings. These differences can be observed for absolute measures of emissions
and transit time as well as for distance adjusted rates per kilometer.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses relevant literature and Section 3 describes the considered problem. In Section 4, we present the
mathematical notations, the optimization model and the used network data. Section 5 describes the results from our simulation experiments. Section 6 concludes
this paper.
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Literature review

In this section, we provide a short overview of selected studies that focus on longdistance road, rail and/or intermodal rail/road transportation with objectives
that are either related to the environment and/or related to time. Due to this
scope of our study, we do not discuss here related paper that address different
transport settings, such as emission minimization in urban transportation, see
Ehmke et al. (2016). Table 1 shows an overview of those studies that we discuss
in more detail.
Table 1. Selected relevant literature for this study.
references

type

sizea

Figliozzi (2010)
Bektaş and Laporte (2011)
Bauer et al. (2010)
Demir et al. (2016)
Lam and Gu (2016)
Winebrake et al. (2008)
Heinold and Meisel (2018)
de Miranda Pinto et al. (2018)
Kim and van Wee (2014)

EVRP
PRP
SND
GISND-TTU
INO
SPP
SPP
SPP
SPP

med.
small
small
med.
med.
small
large
small
small

this study

TSSP

large

a

modes
road rail
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

√

objectives
envir. time
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

instance size, such as number of nodes or number of rail services

Figliozzi (2010) formulates the emissions vehicle routing problem (EVRP)
with time windows, capacity constraints and time-dependent travel times. The
EVRP considers emissions either as part of a multi-objective function or as a secondary objective in a hierarchical approach. Bektaş and Laporte (2011) present
the pollution routing problem (PRP), which is based on a vehicle routing problem with time windows for homogeneous trucks. The authors consider several
objectives, such as minimizing distance, travel time or greenhouse gas emissions.
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The mentioned studies consider merely the road mode. For a detailed review of
green vehicle routing problems we refer to Lin et al. (2014). Bauer et al. (2010)
present a service network design (SND) formulation that considers greenhouse
gas emissions as a primary objective with both modes, road and rail. The authors
test their model on a small real-world network between Austria and Poland.
Demir et al. (2016) also investigate a service network design problem and introduce the green intermodal service network design problem with travel time
uncertainty (GISND-TTU). The authors apply their model on a small intermodal network, covering trains, trucks and inland vessels, and compare results
for the objectives time and emissions. Lam and Gu (2016) present a bi-objective
intermodal network optimization (INO) for hinterland transportation, including
the road and the rail mode. The authors use cost and time as objectives and
model governmental carbon emission restrictions per transport unit as additional
constraints in their mathematical model. Winebrake et al. (2008) describe the
geospatial intermodal freight transport (GIFT) model, which allows a path evaluation for the dimensions time and emissions. The model is demonstrated as a
shortest path problem (SPP) in three case studies in northern USA. A recent
study of Heinold and Meisel (2018) uses a simulation approach to estimate emissions of the shortest path for road-only and intermodal rail/road transportation
for 27 countries in Europe. The authors show that intermodal transportation
is less harmful to the environment for more than 90% of the simulated orders.
However, the selection of the used transshipment terminals at the origin area and
at the destination area is solely based on distance, which might not be optimal
if scheduled rail services have to be considered and transit time is to be minimized. Similarly, de Miranda Pinto et al. (2018) use the nearest train station
in a shortest path based case study for the Brazilian paper and cellulose pulp
sector. The authors show that intermodal transportation could reduce emissions
by up to 77.4% compared to road-only transportation. Kim and van Wee (2014)
assess shortest paths with emissions in road-only, intermodal rail/road and intermodal vessel/road transports between Rotterdam and Gdansk. The authors
use fix road-distances of at most 50 km for road transportation at each end of
the intermodal transport chain. In contrast, the TSSP in our study considers
multiple transshipment terminals for the orders and, thus, includes a terminal
selection problem when searching for the time- and emission-minimizing routings
of freight shipments all across Europe.
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Problem description

The problem addressed in this study is to find optimal paths for orders with
origins and destinations across Europe. For an individual order, the problem
corresponds to a shortest path problem in a directed network with arc weights
corresponding to transit times and/or emissions. Thereby multiple time-sensitive
arcs can exist between two nodes as there might be multiple rail services offered
between two terminals, see Figure 1. In the figure, the three arcs represent three
scheduled rail services between the two Portuguese rail stations Entroncamento
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weekday(s): 1,7
departure: 12:25
arrival: 13:41

transit time: 76 min
emissions: 818 kgCO2e

weekday(s): 2,4,6
departure: 06:36
arrival: 07:47

transit time: 71 min
emissions: 867 kgCO2e

weekday(s): 1,3
departure: 14:14
arrival: 15:23

transit time: 69 min
emissions: 892 kgCO2e

Lisbon (PRT)

Entroncamento (PRT)
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Fig. 1. Representation of rail services as multiple time-sensitive arcs.
departure: 12:15

arrival: 12:40

and Lisbon. The trains duration:
operate25on
weekdays,
depart
and arrive at differmindifferent
emissions:
110 kgCO
2e
ent times and emit different amounts of greenhouse gases. The latter is because
transit time is closely related to speed, which is an important factor in estimating
emissions from rail transportation.
departure:
14:50
arrival:as
15:35
Common shortest path
algorithms,
such
the algorithms of Dijkstra (1959)
45 to
minsolve emissions:
2e
or Floyd (1962), cannot
be used
this kind70ofkgCO
problem
because
they cannot
A duration:
B
deal with multiple time-dependent arcs between a pair of nodes. Instead, we
model the problem addressed in this paper as a special case of a service network
design problem, see Crainic (2000). Here, we consider only one order at a time A
departure: 16:10
arrival: 16:40
and assume enough capacity
for this order
for all services in the rail network.
duration: 30 min
emissions: 85 kgCO2e
We name this modified service network design problem a terminal-and-service
selection problem (TSSP). Clearly, the routing of an individual order could also
be considered as a time-dependent shortest path problem. Anyhow, we model it
here as a variant of the service network design problem because the TSSP can
be extended towards multiple orders in future research easily. For the considered
order, we measure emissions for the path that minimizes total transit time and
measure the transit time for the path that minimizes total emissions. In other
words, we solve the TSSP once under the objective to minimize transit time and
once under the objective to minimize emissions but analyze in both cases also
the secondary performance measure.

4
4.1

Methodology and data
Terminal-and-service selection problem (TSSP)

We search here for the path of a single freight shipment with origin o, destination
d and departure time t̄ through a network with multiple time-sensitive arcs. We
model this as a TSSP. For this, we define with N the set of nodes in the network,
which consist of transshipment terminals T , the order’s origin o and the order’s

12:15
14:50

16:10
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destination d. Each node i ∈ N is associated with emissions etship
that are
i
caused by transshipping the order at this facility and time ttship
that
is
required
i
for the transshipment of the considered order at node i. With S we denote the
set of services, which include road services and rail services. Here, for a service
s ∈ S, os ∈ N is the origin node, ds ∈ N is the destination node, etrans
are the
s
emissions emitted from transporting the order from os to ds using service s, tdep
s
is the scheduled departure time at node os , tdur
is the transit time and sucs ∈ S
s
the succeeding service of service s that is conducted by the particular vehicle
that performs service s. We use sucs to model trains with multiple stops, as
each link between two stops is modeled as a service on its own. Transshipment
processes between a service s and a subsequent service s0 are only required if
s0 is not the succeeding service sucs ∈ S of the same train, i.e. if s0 6= sucs .
Note that we set tdep
= t̄ for all services s ∈ S where os = o, which means that
s
the departure times of truck services that depart at origin o is set to the orders
departure time. Binary decision variable xs is equal to 1 if service s ∈ S is used
in the routing and variable ys is equal to 1 if a transshipment is required at node
ds ∈ N . Decision variable ti states the ”ready-for-departure” time at node i ∈ N ,
which is the arrival time of a service s at node ds = i plus the transshipment
time ttship
if transshipment is required at node i. Table 2 provides an overview
i
of sets, parameters and decision variables. The mathematical formulation of the
mixed integer linear program is as follows.
(1)

min td − t̄
min

X

X

(etrans
· xs ) +
s

(etship
· ys )
ds

(2)

s∈S: ds 6=d

s∈S

subject to
X

xs =

s∈S: os =o

X

xs = 1

(3)

s∈S: ds =d

xs =

s∈S:os =d

X

X

xs = 0

(4)

xs ≤ 1, ∀ i ∈ T

(5)

X
s∈S:ds =o

xs =

s∈S:os =i

X
s∈S:ds =i

(xs = 0) =⇒ (ys = 0), ∀s ∈ S

(6)

(xs = 1) =⇒ (ys = 1 − xsucs ), ∀s ∈ S

(7)

ti =

X
s∈S:ds =i

tship
xs · (tdep
+ tdur
, ∀i∈T
s
s ) + ys · tds

(8)
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(xs = 1) =⇒ (tos ≤ tdep
s ), ∀ s ∈ S, ds 6= d

(9)

(xs = 1) =⇒ (tos + tdur
= td ), ∀ s ∈ S, ds = d
s

(10)

xs , ys ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ s ∈ S

(11)

ti ≥ t̄, ∀ i ∈ N

(12)

Table 2. Sets, parameters and decision variables in the TSSP.
name

description

N
T
S
o
d
t̄

set of nodes
set of transshipment terminals
set of services
origin of the order
destination of the order
departure time of the order

os
ds
etrans
s
tdep
s
tdur
s
sucs

origin of service s ∈ S
destination of service s ∈ S
emissions caused by using service s ∈ S for shipping the order
scheduled departure time of service s ∈ S at node os
transit time of service s ∈ S
succeeding service (sucs ∈ S) of rail service s ∈ S

etship
i
ttship
i

emissions caused by a transshipment process at node i ∈ N
required time for a transshipment process at node i ∈ N

xs
ys
ti

= 1 if service s ∈ S is used
= 1 if transshipment at the end of service s ∈ S (at node ds ) is required
ready-for-departure time at node i ∈ N

Objective (1) finds the path with the shortest transit time and Objective (2)
finds the path that emits the lowest amount of greenhouse gases. Constraints
(3) state that the order has to leave the origin and that the order has to arrive
at the destination. Constraints (4) ensure that the routing of the order does
not use services that end at the origin o or that start at the destination d,
which guarantees a cycle-free routing. The balance of flow for the rail stations
is described by Constraints (5). The binary transshipment variable is set by
Constraints (6) and (7). Constraints (8) to (10) state time-related restrictions.
Finally, the domains of the decision variables are defined in Constraints (11)
and (12). We implement this TSSP formulation with Version 12.7.1.0 of the
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IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio software and solve the problem with a
time limit of 300 seconds per order.
4.2

European road and rail network data

We solve the TSSP repeatably for a large amount of randomly drawn orders
across continental Europe where each order has a load of 18 tons (i.e. about
one truckload). Regions that can only be reached via ferries, tunnels or large
road-detours (e.g. Sicily, Norway, Ireland) and regions that are located east of
longitude 19° East are excluded (e.g. Greece, Bulgaria, Romania). Overall, we
consider 6,213 randomly created locations as potential origins and destinations
of the orders, see Figure 2 (left).

Fig. 2. Randomly created locations (left) and TEN-T railway corridors (right) for
continental Europe.

The infrastructural rail network data is based on maps from the TransEuropean Transport Network which are provided by the European Commission, see TEN-T Compliance Maps (2014) and TEN-T Interactive Maps (2019).
If these maps indicate the traction type of a rail section as electric, we consider
the country specific electric power mix as described in Moro and Lonza(2018)
for computing the emissions of trains. Otherwise, we assume diesel traction for
a train. For the time oriented routing, we use timetables provided at the TEN-T
Customer Information Platform, which are available for eight core corridors, see
PaP Catalogue (2019). The rail services considered in this study are thus limited
to these corridors, see Figure 2 (right). We assume that every stop mentioned in
the timetables qualifies for rail/road transshipment. We combine the information
from the timetables with distances from Raildar (2019) to calculate the average
speed of trains. For some rail services, this can lead to very high or very low values, for example if the timetables do not mention waiting times at intermediate
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stops. Therefore, we require the speed to be at least 40 km/h and at most 120
km/h for such services. We model rail services for one full week, which is sufficient to reach every potential destination from every potential origin. For the
road network, we use raw data from Open Street Map (2019), as is provided by
Geofabrik (2019), and calculate travel time and distance with the Open Source
Routing Machine, see Luxen and Vetter (2011). The calculated time is the pure
driving time and, thus, does not conform to regulations about drivers’ working
hours, which may vary between countries. As a general rule the ”daily driving
time shall not exceed nine hours”, see Article 6 in EC Regulation 561 (2006).
Therefore, for reasons of simplicity, we do not include break times, if a truck
service takes at most 9 hours. However, for truck services where the driving
time exceeds 9 hours, we add another 15 hours break time for each full 9 hours
of driving time. Additional information on the processing of the road and rail
network data can be found in Heinold and Meisel (2018).
For estimating emissions from road and rail transportation, several models were developed, see Hickman et al. (1999), Lindgreen and Sorenson (2005),
Scora and Barth (2006) or Wang (1999). In these studies, emissions usually refer
to carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2 e) to convert all kinds of greenhouse gases
that occur in vehicle operations into CO2 -equivalents. We use the mesoscopic
emission estimation model from Kirschstein and Meisel (2015) to estimate emissions from road and rail transportation in the TSSP. The mesoscopic model
allows an individual setting of model parameters while keeping the computational effort at a moderate level. Table 3 provides an overview of relevant
parameters and their data sources. Note that the payload set for the trains
corresponds to a utilization rate of around 70%. Although this rate could be
varied, it was shown in Heinold and Meisel (2018) that its impact on the emission rate of an order is relatively low. For each transshipment operation we
assume a processing time of 30 minutes and emissions of 20 kgCO2 e for all
terminals T , see Geerlings et al.(2011) and Clausen et al. (2013). For additional
information on the mesoscopic model, we refer to Kirschstein and Meisel (2015),
Behnke and Kirschstein (2017) and Heinold and Meisel (2018).

5
5.1

Simulation
Generation of orders

We model intermodal transportation as a three-leg transport chain, consisting
of rail transportation between two selected rail/road transshipment terminals
(which might consist of multiple consecutive rail services) as well as a road service from the orders origin o to a starting rail terminal and a road service from
the last rail terminal to destination d. Thus, we disregard truck transportation
between rail services (e.g. road-rail-road-rail-road), although the model presented
in Section 4.1 could cover such transport chains too. We consider the twenty closest terminals to the origin and destination as candidates for rail/road transshipment and leave it to the optimization to find the most appropriate transshipment
terminals for each order.
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Table 3. Parameter values for the emission estimation.
parameter

truck

traina

acc.b
distance
gradientc
payload
rail cars
speed

0.12
Open Source Routing Machine
Open Elevation (2019)
18 tons
n/a
Open Source Routing Machine

0.05
Raildar (2019)
Open Elevation (2019)
646 tons
24 rail cars
PaP Catalogue (2019)d

a
b
c
d

these values are identical for both electric and diesel trains
number of acceleration processes per kilometer
adjusted gradient with α = 0.5, see Heinold and Meisel (2018)
combined with distance from Raildar (2019)

Each order is associated with a randomly drawn origin and destination. To
simulate orders that are relevant for intermodal transportation, we require the
air-line distance between origin and destination to be at least 300 kilometers. The
departure time t̄ of each order is a randomly generated timestamp in minutes
between [1, 2, ..., 10 079], where 1 stands for Monday at 0:01 and 10 079 for
Sunday at 23:59. If an order uses a rail service s ∈ S, we apply a payload based
allocation scheme and allocate 18t/646t = 2.8% of the total emissions etrans (s)
that are caused by the whole train to the considered order.
We use the convergence index from Jung et al. (2004) to find a sufficient
number of simulated orders for a reliable estimation of emission rates and transit
times, see Figure 3. We see that 2000 orders lead to negligibly low variations
in the average estimated emissions per ton-km and in the average estimated
transit time per km. Therefore, all results reported in the following stem from a
simulation of 2000 transport orders.
emission rate

transit time

70

2.5
2.0

60
1.5
50
1.0
40
0.5

30
20
0

400

800

1200

1600

transit time [min/km]

emission rate [gCO2e/ton-km]

80

0.0
2000

number of orders [-]

Fig. 3. Convergence of the average emission rate and transit time.
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Results

For all simulated orders, we compare the emission oriented routing and the time
oriented routing. Table 4 presents relevant measures from both routings. As expected, the average emissions (in kgCO2 e) are lower and the average transit times
(in h) are higher for orders that are routed with an emission oriented objective.
More precisely, in the time oriented routing, orders have an average transit time
of 35 hours and arrive at the destination on average 65 hours earlier compared
to the emission oriented routing. This decrease in transit time corresponds to
an average increase of emitted greenhouse gases of 563 kgCO2 e per order. In
other words, orders that are routed with an emission oriented objective require
on average 890 kgCO2 e which is 40% less than in the time oriented route, while
the average transit time almost triples to 101 hours on average.
Remember that the distance between origin o and destination d is at least
300 km for all simulated orders. However, despite of this requirement, not all
orders use rail transportation in the optimal solution. Around 2% of the orders
in the emission oriented routing and around 26% of the orders in the time oriented routing use road services exclusively. These road-road routings can only
happen for orders where potential transshipment terminals at the origin area
overlap with potential transshipment terminals at the destination area. If this
is the case, the use of rail services could involve detours that result in higher
emissions and/or higher transit times compared to not using rail services at all.
However, the majority of the considered orders uses at least one rail service in
the optimal solution. For these orders, time oriented routings often select transshipment terminals where the orders’ waiting time for the next rail service is
low and where well-connected rail services can be used for the rail routing. This
practice can lead to longer distances for truck transportation in the time oriented
routing. The average truck distance from pre- and post-carriage is 859 km in the
time oriented routing whereas it is only 354 km in the emission oriented routing. Eventually, for 2.0% of all orders, the time oriented routing uses the same
Table 4. Results obtained from the simulation experiments.
emission oriented

time oriented

4

avg. emissions [kgCO2 e]
avg. emission rate
[gCO2 e/ton-km]

890.1
51.5

1,453.0
81.7

+562.9
+30.2

avg. transit time [h]
avg. transit time [min per km]

100.8
5.9

35.5
1.8

-65.3
-4.1

354
97.8
2.0

859
73.8
2.0

+505
-24.0
0.0

avg. truck dist [km]
intermodal route [%]
same routing [%]

dest.
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52

Mo 3:19

dest.

So 8:47

Mo 4:19
483 kgCO2e
Fr 16:58
1,388 kgCO2e

Fr 23:49

50

Fr 13:58

time
oriented
routing

emission
oriented
routing

48

Fr 7:33

Fr 9:45

46

origin
Fr 1:01

44

42
Fig. 4. Example
of an emission oriented and a time oriented routing from France to
Germany.
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2
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8

10

12

14

16

18

services as the emission oriented routing. In other words, the chosen objective
impacts the selected route for the vast majority of 98% of all orders.
Figure 4 shows the emission oriented and the time oriented routing for an
exemplary order from France to Germany. The weekdays and times in the graph
refer to the departure at the nodes. In the emission oriented routing, transshipment terminals are selected that are close to the origin and destination and the
rail transportation involves a detour via Belgium and the Netherlands. In contrast, the time oriented routing selects more distant terminals, which leads to
rail transportation with much lower detouring. In addition, the used rail services
in the time oriented routing are well synchronized and incur only little waiting
time at rail stations while the used rail services in the emission oriented routing
can imply long waiting times between two rail services.
The total emissions and the total transit time increase with the distance
between origin o and destination d. To partly control for this, the environmental
impact can be measured as gCO2 e/ton-km and the transit time as min/km. In
Figure 5 we put the (o, d)-airline distance of the orders in relation to the emission
rate in the emission oriented routing (left graph) and in relation to the transit
time per km in the time oriented routing (right graph).
For the emission rate (gCO2 e/ton-km) we observe a non-linear decrease with
increasing distances. This is because truck transportation between transshipment terminals and origin/destination causes relatively high emissions per tonkm. This amount depreciates with increasing intermodal transport distances of
orders, as the use of the eco-friendly rail mode becomes more and more rele-
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160

transit time [min/km]

emission rate [gCO2e/ton-km]

200
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80

40
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0

500
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Fig. 5. Relation between emission rates (left), transit times (right) and (o, d)-airline
distance.

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
emission oriented

0.2

time oriented
0.0
0

30

60

90

120

emission rate [gCO2e/ton-km]

150

180

cumulative distribution [-]

cumulative distribution [-]

vant. The transit time (min/km) appears to increase slightly with the orders
distance. This can be explained with additional transshipment operations and
waiting times at rail stations as increasing distances usually result in using more
rail services.
We further specify the range of emission rates and transit times per km in
Figure 6. Here, we depict the cumulative distribution function of emission rates
and transit times for both routing options. In general, orders in the emission
oriented routing have a lower emission rate (left graph) and a higher transit time
(right graph) compared to if they were routed with the objective to minimize
time. For example, 50% of the orders (median) have an emission rate of at most
48.4 gCO2 e/ton-km and a transit time of at most 5.3 min/km in the emission
oriented routing whereas the emission rate is at most 80.8 gCO2 e/ton-km and the
transit time is at most 1.7 min/km in the time oriented routing. The cumulative
distribution functions also indicate that the range of optimal values for emission
rates and transit times is narrower if the objective includes emissions or time,

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

emission oriented

0.2

time oriented
0.0
0

3

6

9

12

15

18

transit time [min/km]

Fig. 6. Cumulative distribution function of emission rates (left) and transit times
(right) for both routing options.
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respectively. In particular, the interquartile range, which indicates the difference
between the 75% and the 25% quantile, for emission rates is 61.5−36.6 = 24.9 in
the emission oriented routing and 96.0−62.6 = 33.4 in the time oriented routing.
The interquartile range for transit times is 7.0−4.1 = 2.9 in the emission oriented
routing but only 2.2 − 1.2 = 1.0 in the time oriented routing.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we compare the emission oriented routing with the time oriented
routing of large freight shipments that have origins and destinations all across
Europe. We use the terminal-and-service selection problem (TSSP) to solve the
routing problem for each considered order. Our results are based on a simulation of 2000 fixed-sized orders in the European rail/road network. The network
consists of realistic timetables for trains and realistic driving times for trucks.
We show that substantial differences exist between an emission oriented and a
time oriented routing. The average amount of emitted greenhouse gases is 890
kgCO2 e in the emission oriented routing and 1,453 kgCO2 e in the time oriented
routing. The average transit time is 101 hours in the emission oriented routing
and around 36 hours in the time oriented routing. The average emission rate
is 51 gCO2 e/ton-km in the emission oriented routing and 81 gCO2 e/ton-km in
the time oriented routing. The average transit time is 5.9 min/km in the emission oriented routing and 1.8 min/km in the time oriented routing. All results
show that the chosen objective has a tremendous impact on the chosen route
and its performance measures. We also show that truck services are more relevant in time-oriented routings but that the tightly scheduled rail services of the
European TEN-T corridors are often competitive even if transit time is to be
minimized. If emissions are to be minimized, intermodal transportation clearly
dominates road transportation with substantially lower total emissions for almost all considered orders. Future research can consider the interdependencies
of orders that are jointly routed through the network and the impact of stochastic
departures and transit times on the reliability of intermodal transport options.
Furthermore, it could be interesting to investigate the limitations of the current
train network and possibilities to extend it.
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